Array implementation of IntegerList ADT.

Recall: Inheritance in Java.

```java
class myClass {
    public Object;
    public myClass;
}
```
class myChildClass extends MyClass {

  override {
    toString()
    
    myClass
    
    myChildClass
  }

  to override an inherited method,
  you actually change its definition,
  use same function heading.

  to overload a method (inherited
  or not), use a different function
  heading.
```java
// Ex.

public String toString() {
    String s = "";
    for (int i = 0; i < numItems; i++) {
        s = s + String.valueOf(item[i]) + " ";
    }
    return s;
}
```
String is an immutable type. 

StringBuffer is a class in Java representing char sequences, but is mutable.